November 2020 Newsletter

(T&C Apply)

New Winter Hours - From the 2nd November our hours
will be 8:00 till 5:00 Mon-Fri & 8:00 till 12.30 Sat
This Month’s Issue
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Phil Sluggett Tel: 07787 444114

Available
on T6 & T7 Tractors
(T&C Apply)

T6.DCT
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

T7
¨ Head turning style
¨ Compliant with Stage 5

emissions
¨ Up to 3568KG lift capacity
¨ ISOBUS Class 3 IntelliCruise
¨ Terraglide front axle

suspension
¨ Increased Productivity - up to

16 Worklights

Unmatched versatility
Ultimate Precision
Good Speed Overlap of Ranges
Outstanding Efficiency - ECO Blue
Luxurious Comfort
Increased Productivity - up to 16
Worklights

T4s
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

The Right Power for your Needs
4WD for added traction
All round best visibility
Compact & manoeuvrable
Heating & Ventilation
True PTO Control

T5.140
Everything you need & more
Outstanding versatility
3 Speed PTO delivers flexibility
Eight Speed Semi-Powershift
Dynamic Command
¨ Horizon Cab & Ultimate Comfort
¨
¨
¨
¨

(T&C Apply)

Boomers 25-50

New Holland Implements
Disc Cutter
320P
Rear Mower
Conditioner

Finance
2+22 @
£336 per
month**
End of year
Out of Season Deals

Disc Cutter F300

Plain Front Mower
Finance 2+22 @ £228
per month**

Pro Rotor 760C

Single Rake
Finance 2+22 @ £406

per month**

** Based on Borrowing 50% of Retail with a Deposit or
Trade-in Contribution Made – Finance is 2+22@0.1
Terms and Conditions Apply

Get Ready for Winter!!
Kv 853-864—Trailed Bale
Chopper/Feeders with 3.0 &
4.2m³ Loading Capacity
A key aim of these machines is to
provide more capacity by
shredding the material faster.
Flywheel housing and blowing
paddles have increased in
dimensions to increase
performance. This means more
material is fed faster into the
flywheel, finishing the bale at an
impressive pace.

Advantages
· Blowing distance up to 20m
· Choice of 4-stage swivelling
chute or side chute
· Optimised drum, flywheel &
chamber design
· Easy loading of bales

Vertical Twin Auger
Diet Feeders,
Classic Duo
With the 2 or 3 Turbo Augers,
Duo models are high volume,
high capacity machines suited
to large herds.
Models 12-28m³ feature 2 vertical augers & models
36
-45m³ have 3. Turbo
auger ensures rapid and even
mix of the feed ration and
these models are able to feed
80 to 250 cows per hopper
filling high capacity models.
Highly accurate weighing system
as standard. The unique box frame
carries 6 load cells and a strong
axle suspension.

Available in sizes
12m ,13m , 14m,16m ,
18m ,20m

457 Hedge-Trimmers,
The 457 trimmer is fitted with a fixed
boom giving a maximum reach
of 5.70m. Light enough to be
compatible with smaller tractors but
strong enough to do a hard day’s work.
Designed as a base level trimmer. it has
a bi-directional 1.2m Belt Drive Head,
and Parallel Boom Geometry, 50hp

Hydraulic System

660T Hedge-Trimmers,
The 660T is a telescopic machine with a
retracted reach of 4.80m and a
maximum reach of 6.0m when fully
extended. This gives the trimmer a
compact design without comprise to its
reach and there fore is ideal for narrow
lane work.
Its has a 70Hp Hydraulic System, a BiDirectional Belt drive 1.2m Head, LED
Road Lights & Parking stand

CB150 Cubicle Bedder
The CB150 Bedder has a
capacity of 1.2m³ . The belt
speed can be used to control the distance material is
thrown with a maximum of
10ft possible.
The machine consists of a
rugged, welded steel bucket
with a 30cm wide,
hydraulically driven, cleated
belt running in the bottom.
It can be used on a wide
range of materials including,
sawdust, wood shavings,
processed paper, chopped
straw and sand

Megascrape
High Capacity box scraper reduces
time and effort. It is automatic in
operation as a push and pull
scraper, with no catches or levers to
operate. It has independently
moving sides to follow uneven
surfaces and ensure the slurry is
retained within the box enclosure
The YS4HG Yard scrapers made
from a very heavy duty
construction, using a 50mm thick
moulded rubber blade with “A”
frame and 3 point linkage, it
provides an adjustable working
width of 1.68m to 2.29m approx

C460-Trailed Silage
Feeder & Straw Blower
A key feature on the C460 is its twin speed
independent gearbox, which allows the
operator to easily adjust from 280 rpm for
feeding silage or hay up to 540 rpm for
using the machine to distribute straw for
bedding. The C460 is a trailed machine
with the capacity to carry and blow or feed
out two 4ft diameter round bales
of hay, straw, silage or haylage.
Other features include a 300°- 3 Stage
Feed Chute & a Joystick Chute Control

In order to best meet the
current and future expectations
of farmers, like comfort,
performance and productivity,
Manitou have to offer a choice of
machines that are a choice of
machines that are adapted to
these constraints and meet
farmers needs
To provide a range suitable for all
uses, Manitou offers 4 types of
transmission (Powershuttle,
Powershift Plus, M Varioshift &
M-Vario Plus) With a capacity of 3.6
litres, the new Deutz TCD3.6L4
engine develops between 101hp and
136hp

With up to
3 Yrs/3000 hrs
Warranty &
Low Rate
Finance
Packages

Manitou’s MLA MLA-T (with telescope) is their articulated range,
combining, excellent performance with well designed ergonomics to make
it comfortable for lengthy operator use. With compact versions available
too. Demonstration machines available, contact our sales teams.

GROUNDCARE & GARDEN MACHINERY

As we draw to the end of the lawn cutting season,
don’t forget that to ensure the longevity of your
machines, like your cars its important to get your
Groundcare equipment serviced at least once a year.
It helps to prevent unexpected faults and problems.
We are equipped to service ANY make or model and
can offer a collection and delivery service

End of Season Discounted Products Available
Check with our Groundcare Team
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